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ANALYTIC FUNCTIONALS WITH UNBOUNDED CARRIERS

AND MEAN PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

BY

ALEX MERIL

Abstract. We study certain ideals in some spaces of analytic functionals with

unbounded carriers introduced by T. Kawaï. M. Morimoto and J. W. de Roever.

Using Banach algebra methods, we show an example of space without spectral

synthesis. Using Hörmander's L1 estimates, we prove a spectral synthesis theorem

for mean periodic functions.

Introduction. The Polya-Ehrenpreis-Martineau theorem was proved for analytic

functionals with unbounded carriers by J. W. de Roever: Let ß be a closed

unbounded convex set of C". He introduced two different spaces of germs of

holomorphic functions with growth at infinity. The first, denoted by 9CC(Q), was

constructed with the e-neighborhood of ß, and the other, 3Cf(ß), using the conic

neighborhoods of ß. Let a be the supporting function of ß and Y the "open" convex

cone of C", T — {z E C"| a(z) G R). There are two different spaces of analytic

functions of exponential type a in T. The first, denoted by Expf(r, a), is isomorphic

to the dual 9Ce'(ß) of DCE(ß), and the other, Exp(.(T, a), is isomorphic to 3C¿(fl).

In [16] J. W. de Roever points out some applications of these spaces to physics.

Hence it is interesting to study convolution equations in these spaces.

In Chapter I, we are interested in convolution equations and mean periodic

functions in Expf(T, a). By Banach algebra methods, we show an example of a space

without spectral synthesis and we characterize some generators of this algebra as

follows:

Theorem. Let ß = {z G C11 Arg z | « tr/4). We have:
(Io) For every <p e 3Cc(fi) and every c > 0 the function ^(z) = e~c'~<p(z) belongs to

9Cf(ß) and the closure of the ideal generated by ^ is different /ro«t5CE(ß).

(2°) Let <p G 9CE(ß) and t > 0 such that <p is holomorphic and without zero in a

t-neighborhood of ß. We also suppose that, for every c > 0, e" <p £ 3CE(ß). Then the

ideal generated by <p is dense in DCE(ß).

Our example is very particular and we do not know if the same is true for other

spaces ExpE(T, a).

In Chapter II, we prove a spectral synthesis theorem in the following manner. As

is well known, the study of an invariant subspace is equivalent to the description of

the orthogonal Ix of an ideal 7 of an algebra E of holomorphic functions on a set V.
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The description of 7X is based on the following interpolation problem: Let <p be a

holomorphic function on the analytic space (X, tx) defined by the sheaf 6/?T= t\

(where S is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions and 5" is the sheaf of ideals

generated by 7). The question is: does the function qp belong to tr(E) (where ir is the

canonical map it: TiV, S) -» T(X, t\))? The interest of that question lies in the fact

that these spaces are often reflexive spaces. So usually we have Ia- = ( E/I )' and it is

sufficient to study the quotient E/I which we shall try to compare to

TiV,V)/YiV,~\).
These interpolation problems are as old as the problems of analysis and spectral

synthesis. However, recent works [1,2] give new methods and interesting results.

The methods of [2] use essentially Hörmander's L2 estimates and existence

theorems for the 3 operator. The methods of [1] are based on integral formulas and

projective resolution of the ideal 7 using Koszul's complexes.

We think that it is possible to solve these problems together (interpolation and

description of 7"1) using L2-estimates and existence theorems. That is to say, find a

Dolbeault resolution of the spaces E, I and E/I.

So the main result in Chapter II is the equivalence between the resolution of these

interpolation problems and the existence of exact sequences.

To do so we study the cohomology of a sheaf K"G defined on D2" = C"LIS2"~',

the spherical compactification of C" (for ß open in D2",

*°0(ß) = </holomorphicinöflC" such that VA: C C ß, Ve > 0,

sup    \f{z)exp(-HKi<z) -e|z|)|< + oo
zexnc

where HK is the supporting function of a convex compact set KQ of C"). We have a

soft resolution of K°l9p by sheaves K°<i2D-q where K"t2 is defined in the same way as

K"&, replacing sup norm by L2 norm. If « = 1, we replace the L2 spaces by spaces of

C°°-functions denoted Expf (T). Now let 7 be a finitely generated ideal of Exp(iT, 0)

such that I = 7loc (where 7loc is the local ideal generated by 7 ). Let V{ I ) =

{(zp, mp)pS,0) be the multiplicity variety of the ideal 7 (see [3] for the definition). We

denote by 7^ the ideal

700=i/GExp-(r) | i^(^) = 0,0<i <«,-!.

1
for every (zp,mp) E V(I) and q E N >.

The interpolation theorem is the following: '

Theorem. Let I be an ideal of Expc(r,0) and V(I) — {(zp, mp)p^Q) be its

multiplicity variety. Let {Tk)k>x be an increasing sequence of subcones ofT with union

T. Let (a   ,)„=,o;0<y<m ~\be a sequence of complex numbers such that for every k

la.
Sup

\zp\>\/k

o«y«m -:

A±e-\zp\/k

P.
<  +00.
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Then there is a function « G Expc(I\0) such that idJh/dzJ)izp) — ap y (p E N,

0 < / < mp - 1).

We introduce some technical conditions (in 2.3.6) about slowly decreasing func-

tions. Our main theorem is the following:

Theorem.  With Conditions 2.3.6, the interpolation theorem is equivalent to the

exactitude of the sequence

Expt(r,0) j   Exp-(r)  a   Exp^(r)
/ I ~*        1 ~*

loc -"oo Joo

From this theorem we obtain the following result for mean periodic functions in

3Cc(fi).

Theorem. Let (u )1<Sy<„ be « analytic functionals of%'c(Q) such that (^(p,))^«^

verify Conditions 2.3.6 and

7(^(pI),...,^(p.J) = 71Jf(u1),...,f(MJ).

Then every function g E %c(Çl), such that p7* g = 0 for 1 < j < n, is given by the

formula

K(*) = l(   S   bkAe'^.
P   X k^mp I

The series is convergent in Xc(ß) (where {(lp, mp)p^0) is the multiplicity variety of

the ideal I( °J( p,),..., f( p „ )).

We would like to thank Professors J. Esterle and R. Gay for valuable discussion

and criticism.

Chapter I. An example of a space without spectral synthesis

We recall here the definition of the space 3Ce(ß) (where e is to emphasize that we

deal with e-neighborhoods).

In the rest of the paper, cone will always mean open convex cone of C" with

vertex the origin, and a supporting function on a cone will be a convex and

positively homogeneous function of degree one.

Let us recall the following well-known lemma.

1.0.1. Lemma (see [15]). Every closed convex set ß of C" containing no real line

determines a cone T of C and a supporting function a ion T) such that ß = (f G C" |

— Im(z, f )< a{z), Vz G T} iwith (z, £)= z,f, + • • • + z„f„). Conversely any con-

vex cone T and any supporting function a on T determines, by the above formula, a

closed convex set of C" containing no real line.

We shall say that ß and (T, a) are in duality and we shall write ß = ß(T, a). If

e > 0, the e-neighborhood of ß is ßE = ß(T, a(z) + e | z |).
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Let O be a connected open set of C" and M a continuous function on O. We

denote by %(0) the ring of holomorphic functions in O and by %(0, M) the

Banach space

%{0,M)= \fE%(0)     sup|/(z)M(z)|< +00).
v zeo I

For an unbounded convex set ß, J. W. de Roever generalizes the Polya-Ehrenpreis-

Martineau theorem (see [7]). We recall here the definitions of his spaces.

1.0.2. Definition [16].

(a)

cXE(ß) =  hm DC(ß1/)t, expiez
keN*

(b) For f o G T the following space is independent from f0:

ExpE(r»=  lim %^0 +T, exp^aU) ~{\n))-

tEN*

Let us remark that the space DCE(ß) is a D.F.N. space, the space Expf(T, a) is a

F.N. space. If ß = ß(T, a), then for every f G T the function z -» e''s belongs to

3CE(ß), so for p. G 3CE'(ß) we can define ^(pXf ) = \M*> *";i:), and it is obvious that

^(p) G ExpE(T). The function ?F(p) is called the Fourier-Borel transform of the

analytic functional p. The Polya-Ehrenpreis-Martineau type theorem is the follow-

ing:

1.0.3. Theorem. The Fourier-Borel transformation (p -» ?F(u)) is a topological

isomorphism from %[(Q) onto ExpE(T, a) when ß and (T, a) are in duality.

From now on we shall take « = 1 and f() will be a fixed point of T. It is obvious

that

3CE(ß)= lim%(Ù,,e-'^)

»-o
í'-O

and

ExpYT,a) =  limOc(^0 + r,exp(-û(?-|f0)-^|f|)).

1.1. The algebra 5CE(ß) and mean periodic function. Let us remark that if ß is a

closed (unbounded) convex set, 3CE(ß) is a commutative algebra without unit. Since

the Fourier-Borel transformation is an isomorphism between SCE(ß) and Expf(r, a),

in ExpE(T, a) there is, as usual, a convolution product such that the transpose "iFof

the Fourier-Borel transformation is an algebra isomorphism. We can define the

convolution on ExpE(T, a) in the following way. If f, G T and /G ExpE(T, a) are

given, the function 6f|(/): f->/(f + f|) belongs to ExpE(T, a). So for RE

Exp'e(T, a) we can define the function R * f by R * /(f) = (7?, 6f(/)>, and it is

obvious  that R * f EE\pt(T, a),  and  if 7?  and  S belong to  ExpE(T, a)  then
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(S, R * />= (R, S * />. Now for R and S belonging to ExpE(l\ a) we define

R*S E Exp'c(T, a) by (R * S, />= (R,S * />= (5, 7? */>. It is obvious that

'VT(7? *S)="i7(/c)'9T(S)and/? * 5 = S * R.

A closed subspace M of Expf(I\ a) is called invariant (by the translations iif) if

tf(M) C A7 for every f G T. Its orthogonal M1- is a closed ideal of ExpE(I\ a).

Conversely, the orthogonal of a closed ideal of ExpE(T, a) is an invariant subspace of

ExpE(I\ a). In the same way, the Fourier-Borel transformation gives a bijection

between the set of closed ideals of Dt'f(ß) and the set of invariant subspaces of

ExpE(I\ a). So we only need to study closed ideals of '3if(ß). The following problems

are classical.

Spectral analysis. Find the exponential monomials (i.e. of the form zpe:a) belong-

ing to a given invariant subspace M.

Spectral synthesis. Study the density in M of the subspace generated by the

exponential monomials.

The spectral analysis problem is easy to solve. Following Ehrenpreis [3] we shall

set

Spec(M) = {(z, m) EUX N | ¿"V'** Ê M and f°'+'e/:f £ M).

This set is also the multiplicity variety of the ideal 7="f(M±) (see [3]). The

exponential monomials belonging to M are fV1* with 0 <j < m and (z, m) E

Spec(M).

Let us recall that a function/ G ExpE(I\ a) is called mean periodic if there exists

R E ExpE(T, a)\(0} such that R * f — 0 (this means that the invariant subspace

generated by (Cf(/))fer is distinct from ExpE(T, a)).

1.2. Ideals of DCe(ß). We give here some example of ideals of 9Ct(ß). This shall

prove that we cannot use the classical proof for the spectral synthesis problem.

1.2.1. Remark. A principal ideal (/0) = /0DCE(ß) (with/0 i= 0) is never closed.

Proof. There is a problem because %J(Q) has no unit and if/0 ¥= 0,/0 £/09Ct(ß).

It is easy to see that the ideal generated by e'zSl (f, G T fixed) is dense in 0Cr(S2). In

the general case there is e' > 0 such that z -» /0(z)e""'fo" belongs to 5Ct(ß), and there

is a filter iga)a(EA C DCf(ß) such that

a

so/0 = limo/0(z)g„(z), thatis/0 G(/0).

1.2.2. Example. There is an unbounded convex set fi and a function/ G %c(íl), f

without zeroes in ß, and for every 8 > 0 there is zs E ßs such that fizs) = 0.

However (7) = l3Ct(ß).

Proof. Let us recall the following classical results (see [5]). Let ißn)nScX he a

sequence of complex numbers such that ßn =£ 1 and Re/?„ > 0 for every «, and such

that 2„s0Re/7„/(l + \ß„\2) < + oo. The infinite product F defined by

"i   i-A! » + «■
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is a holomorphic function in P - {weC|Rew>0} (called Blaschke product) and

Fis such that Sup^gpl 77(h') 1^ 1.

Let ß = {z G C | Re z > 1 and Im z > 1}, with ßn = 1 - (1/«) + in. A straight-

forward calculation gives us that the function/0(z) = F(z)ee'u~X)z (e' > 0) has the

properties required by 1.2.2.

1.3. Example of a space without spectral synthesis. Here we show an invariant

subspace M =£ {0} of ExpE(T, a) without any nonzero exponential monomial, so this

space will be without spectral synthesis. This invariant subspace will be of the form

<S(I±), where 7 is the closure in 0CE(ß) of an ideal (^) generated by a function ^

without zeroes in ß. Our example is very particular and we do not know what

happens in the general case. It seems that the result depends on the geometry of ß.

In this section we shall take

S2 = {z G C||Argz|<77-/4}

so T = {f G C | tr/4 < Arg f < 3 it/4] and a = 0. We take <f0 = i.

1.3.1. Theorem. For every ip^O and c > 0, the function ^(z) = e~c: <p(z) belongs

to %e(Q). The closure I of the ideal (^) generated by ty in %e(ü) is different from

%t(Q).

Proof. It is obvious that * G DC/O). If / G %,¿(Q) = 3C(ß„ éT'ví"z), we shall

denote by || /1|, £. the norm on 3C(E.(ß),

11/11,,,= sup \f(z)e"e'^\= sup \f(z)ee'x\       (z = x + iy).

zsù, zeà,

We introduce the sup norm on 9CE(ß) by P(f) = sup,G0 \f(z) \. If f E %,y(ü)

we have P(f)< II / II fi, so P is a continuous norm on 0Ce(ß).

Let (77(ß), P) be the Banach space of holomorphic functions in ß continuous on

ß and vanishing at infinity. It is obvious that DCE(ß) C 77(ß). We denote by 7, the

closure of (*) = *9CE(ß) in 77(ß). As 7 C 7, n DCE(ß), it suffices to prove that

9^7,.
We suppose the opposite. The map L, from 77(ß) into 77(ß), Lxig) = e~" g, is

an isometry by the maximum principle, so there is a sequence (/„)„eN of elements of

0CE(ß) such that <p = limn^ + 00e-"2<pfn (in (77(ß), P)). Then there is <px E 77(ß)

such that 9, = limn^ + cacpfn and <p = e'cz cpx. By an easy induction using the

isometry Lm: g -» e~m"2g in 77(ß), we can prove the existence of a sequence

(<Vm)m>\ °f elements of 77(ß) such that e~mc:\m = <p for every m > 1 and P(<pm) =

P(tp). Then we shall have cp = 0, a contradiction.

1.3.2. Corollary. T«e space ExpE(T, a) is without spectral synthesis because there

is an invariant subspace M containing no nonzero exponential monomial.

Proof. Take <p G DCE(ß) without zero in ß (for example <piz) = e'z), and for any

c > 0, we note I = e'cz <pDCE(ß). Then M — ÍF(7X) has the desired property.

The following theorem characterizes some non trivial generators of 5CE(ß).
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1.3.3. Theorem. Let <p E 5CE(ß) such that there is t > 0, tp G %(Ùt), m is without

zeroes in Ù,, and such that, for every c > 0, ecz'(p G DCf(ß). Then the closure of the

ideal I = <p9CE(ß) is equal to %C(Q).

Before proving this theorem let us remark that this theorem has been proved in

the first part of the proof of 1.2.1 when <p(z) = e'zi (f G V). So we must point out

that there are functions different from an exponential which verify the conditions of

1.3.3 (for example <p(z) = e'z/(z + 1)).

Proof of Theorem 1.3.3. For two strictly positive numbers e' and t, we set

%0, E,(ß) = {/ G OC, E,(ß) ¡/vanishes at infinity,/is continuous on ßf}.

This is a closed subspace of %, E-(ß) and it is obvious that

%ciQ) =   lim 9C0,.E,(ß).

í,f'-0

For a function/on ß, we consider the function g(w) = (/(v/w — t\j2 )) on P = {w E

C | Re w > 0} (with fiv = exp(4- log w) we take the principal determination of the

logarithm). It is obvious that when / is continuous on ßr, then g is continuous on

P = {w | Re w > 0}. With this transformation, %01 f,(ß) is isomorphic to the set of

functions holomorphic in Re w > 0, continuous in Re w 3* 0, vanishing at infinity,

and such that there is a constant c, e(g) > 0 such that

|g(w)|<c,.f,(g)e-fRe^        (Rew>0).

In the following, t and e' are such that q> E%0l f,(ß) and tp is without zeroes in

ß,. We denote by $ the function $( w) = <p(i/w — tjï), and, for 0 < e'x < e',

g(w) = e^$(w)/ctJ*),

so |g(w)|^ 1 for every w. Using a classical result (see [5]) g can be written

g = X BSF where X E C and | X | = 1, 77 is a Blaschke product (here 77 = 1 because g

has no zeroes), F is an outer function and S is an inner function. The outer function

F is given by the formula

pi   \ -       I !   /* + oct      i   /• m tw + i      dt    \
F(w)-exp[- Log \g(tt)   ——-   ,

U;-oo t + M    I  + t2 I

and S(w) = e'cw (c > 0) because g is continuous in Re w s= 0. But | F(w) |< 1 so

c = 0. Suppose on the contrary that c > 0. Then we deduce obviously that e" <p G

DCE(ß), a contradiction. Then

*(w) =XciE,(0)e-e'v/:;'F(w)

and a straightforward calculation shows that

(/• + oo /

-/      Log I *(//)!-
17 •'-oo Í

tw + i      dt

+ iw   1 -f ;2

We introduce here proximate units, setting

,+"T     , ^/. n, ftv + i     ¿i1 /      1    f + n t\

*»= xExp(-¿/    Log|*(ir)|J
+ JW    J   -)- ;2
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These functions are bounded on Re w > 0. Now we set 8n(z) = ^„((z + tjlj2). It is

obvious that for every « G %e(ti), h8n E %e(Q) and h6ny G 3CE(ß). A straightfor-

ward calculation gives h — limn^+ 00h8n(p for any « G 3CE(ß).

Chapter II. Interpolation and mean periodic functions

Let T be a cone of C. As usual S2"-1 is the unit sphere of C" and we note

pr T = T n S2"~x. If T and T are two cones we write r C C T' if pr T E E T'.

An exhaustion of a cone T is an increasing family of subcones iTk)k>x with union

T and such that for every k, Tk E E Tk+, EET.

Let a be a supporting function in T, ß = ß(T, a), and iTk)k>x an exhaustion of T.

We set ß* = ß(I\, a + | z \/k) (the subscript c stands for conic), and the space

Dt"c(ß) is given by the following:

2.0.1. Definition.

%C(Q) = lim3cfß*,expi||z|)).

k

(It is obvious that the space 3Cc.(ß) is independent from the given exhaustion ofT.)

Similarly, we define the space Expc.(T, a) by

2.0.2. Definition. We set T{k) = Tk n {z 11 z |> (1/Â:)} and define

l_

k |j
Expc(r, a)— lim%ÍT(k),expi-a(z)

This space is independent from the given exhaustion of T. This is a F.N. space,

5Cc(ß) is a D.F.N. space. J. W. de Roever proves a Polya-Martineau-Ehrenpreis type

theorem for this space (see Chapter I).

2.0.3. Theorem [16]. The Fourier-Borel transformation is a topological isomorphism

between %[{ ß ) and Exp£.( T, a ).

Now if a = 0, the space Expc(r, a) is a ring, so as in Chapter I, we can define the

notion of an invariant subspace of 3Cc(ß(r, a)). There are also two fundamental

problems (spectral analysis and spectral synthesis).

Remark. The space Expc(I\ a) is different from the space ExpE(I\ a) of Chapter I.

2.1. Quotient of functions of exponential type. To study mean periodic functions in

a space of holomorphic functions, usually theorems analogous to Lindelöff s famous

division theorem are needed (if / and g are entire functions of exponential type and

if f/g is entire, then f/g is also of exponential type) (see [3 and 18]). We show here

that these techniques cannot be used for mean periodic functions in 3Cc(ß(r, a)).

The counterexample is the following:

The function

1 „    TT     /.      .       M      -(,/„)
^=r^)=^n(i + ̂r,(*)

(y is Euler's constant and T, is Euler's gamma function) is entire of order 1 and not

of exponential type in C, but Stirling's formula shows that

\g{z)\<cx{\z\/ef/2)-Reze^lmz\

sog E ExpciT,0) with T = {z E C 11 Arg z |< it/4).
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If a function/is holomorphic in a cone T, we shall say that/is of exponential type

in T, if there is a supporting function a on T such that / G Expc.(i\ a). So g is of

exponential type in (z G C 11 Arg z\< it/4}. However, 1/g (Euler's gamma func-

tion) is not.

However we have the following positive results.

2.1.1. Theorem (see [8]). Iff is an entire function of exponential type (on C) and if

C is a cone such that f is without zeroes in C, then 1 // is of exponential type on C.

Following Malgrange [12] we can easily prove the following:

2.1.2. Proposition. Let f and g be two entire functions (on C) of exponential type.

Let (an)nSs] be the sequence of common zeroes of f and g in a convex open sector C. If

f/g is holomorphic in C and if sup„ 11"p=xl/ap | < + oo, then f/g is of exponential type

in C.

2.2. The sheaf K°6 and its cohomology. We note D2", the spherical compactifica-

tion of C", defined by

s£"-'= {t/Ji/GS2«-'}

and D2" = CIlS¿n_I (disjoint union). The topology of D2n is the following:

(Io) A base of neighborhoods of a point x E C is given by the open balls

containing x.

(2°) A base of neighborhoods of a point Ux E S^"~x is given by the sets

(z + r)II(pr r)^ with z G C, T an open convex cone of C" such that Ux G (pr r)^

(that is U E pr T = T n S2n~x).

From now on, K0 will be a convex compact set of C" such that 0 G K0. We note

a = 77^ the supporting function of K0. Let us recall that 77^ is defined by

774z) = supÍG/f(i - Im(z, f >. We take K0 such that a E ex(Cn\{0}).

2.2.1. Definition. For every open set ß 0/D2", we set

*<>0(£2) = ¡f holomorphic in ß n C" | VK C C Í2, Ve > 0,

sup    |/(z)exp(-ö(z) -e|z|)|< +00 >.

It is obvious that we have a sheaf K°I5 such that K°0 |c» = 0 (the sheaf of germs of

holomorphic functions on C").

Let us recall that

Exp(7i0)= i/GDC(C")|Ve>0, sup \f(z) exp(-a(z) - e | z |) |< +00)
1 zee" '

is the well-known space of entire functions of "exponential type 77^- ". This is a F.S.

space as projective limit of the following Banach spaces:

Exp(7s:0,e) = [fE%(C)\ sup \f(z) exp(-a(z) - e\z\)\< +00}.

It is obvious that Exp(7s:0) = r(D2",*°0). Let us also recall that Exp(7S:o) is

isomorphic to %'iK0) by the Fourier-Borel transformation where %'iK0) is the
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space of analytic functionals carried by KQ (this is the Polya-Ehrenpreis-Martineau

theorem, see [7]).

If C is an open convex cone of C", it is obvious that we have

ExPt(c,a) = r(cn(prc)x,*»e) =*»e(CII(prCD.

The following sheaves will be useful to find the cohomology of K,,tQ.

2.2.2. Definition. For every open set ß o/D2", we set

K't2(Q) = \ f G L^Q n C")|VA:ccß,Ve>0,

f        \f(z)\2e~a(zX-^dX(z)< + ool.
JKncn J

If ÍF is a sheaf on D2", we shall, as usual, denote by <%p,tl the sheaf of differential

forms of bidegree ip, q) with coefficients in 3F.

When it is possible, we shall use the classical 3 operator (see [6,7]) defined by

dF
" dF -
2     I'-^-dz.AdZ^dZj

dzk
k= 1 j/| =p K

\J\=1

if

F=  2' Fi jdZ,AdZj.
\i\=p
\J\=i

2.2.3. Definition. For every open set SI ofD2" we set

K»%p'"(ü) = {/G *''£2'-«(ß)|3/E Hf«+I(ß)}

(9 is defined here in the sense of distribution theory).

2.2.4. Proposition. The presheaves K"%p-q are soft sheaves.

Proof. For every open set ß of D2", we set

#(Q) = J/Ge°°(anc")|v#:cca,

Sup      Sup    1/(01 .     SUP     S
líe^rnc" fe/rnc"y=i

K(S)
3z. U ;

< +00

It is obvious that & is a soft sheaf of rings with unit and that K"%p-q is an ^module,

so K°%p<" is soft.

To study the cohomology of K°Q, we need the following: An open set O of C" has

property (P) if it is connected and if there is a holomorphic function (pin O such that

for every 5 > 0 we have supz(EO(-Re <p(z) + 8 \ z \) < + oo.

The following sets have this property:

(a) for « = 1 :

(Io) O = z0 + £o0, with | ¿0 | = 1, z0 G C and

O, (z GC||Argz|</?<7T/2}
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and

•«H^P   (<1 + «>K)
(2°) O = £0O, with | €o |= 1, supre0| | Im z |< + oo and <p(z) = (z/£0)2;

(b)forn> 1:

( 1 °) O is bounded and <p = 1 ;

(2°) o = r, x ■ ■ • x r„ with r, = z* + €go,*, z¿ g c,IS e c, |e0 |= 1,

Of={z,EC||Argz,|</3,<7r/2}

and <p = <p, + • • ■ + <p„, where

<p,(z)=(^-iÍ)'+FÍ        ((l+e,)/7,<f,z = (z„...,zj).

The following theorem is analogous to Lemma 2.1.1 of Kawa'i [8]. Related results

have been announced by Saburi [17] but, as far as we know, his proof has never

appeared.

2.2.5. Theorem. Let ß be an open set of D2"\{0}, a a strictly plurisubharmonic

function belonging to (?2(ß n C"). We set L}= {z E Í2 n C" | oiz) <j) and Kj the

closure of Lj in D2". We choose o such that K- D C" = L. We suppose also that the

boundary dLj is {z G Í2 fl C" | a(z) — j) and is (?2, that the family of sets (Kj)J>x is

an exhaustion ofQ,, and ß fl C" has property (P). Then the following sequence is exact:

*°£f-0(ß) - ^ef(ß) t ... rV K»£p-"(Q) - 0

( where Tq: K°Qp-qiti) -> *»£/>•«+ '(ß) is the densely defined operator of domain

D(Tq) = {/ EK»£p-q(Sl)\df G*»£2'-»+l(0)}

and Tqf= df in the sense of distribution theory).

Proof. Recall that if qp is a weight function on A EC we note

L2U<p) = j/GLU-4) |/j/|2e-^A<+&oJ,

this space being a Hilbert space under the norm

ll/IIÍ2(^)=/|/|V*dA
JA

(X is the Lebesgue measure on C). We denote by L2q(A, tp) the Hilbert space of

(p,q) forms with coefficients in L2(A, <¡p) with norm

H/ll2=2'H/,.ylW,)   úf^lUjdZjAdZj.
i,j i,J

For every m G N and/ G N\{0} we let

Xf-q = ¿¡-"(Kj n C,/"1 | z | +a(z) + 2mlog(l + \z\2)).
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The space K°£2D'q(Çl) is equal to the projective limit lim Xfrf for every m > 0. It is

obvious that K°t^q(ü) E lim XfJ. On the other hand, let K he a compact subset of

ß, e a strictly positive number, and / G N large enough so that K E K/ and l/j < e.

We have, for every/ G Xf£,

r 1    r \í(z\\2e-a(z)~W]
/       |/(z) |V«">-+I dX(z) < j-f        mne dX(z)
JKnc" M JKlnc"     (\ + \z\2ym

with

e(t-\/j}x

M=    inf
ï£R^ (1 +x2fm

so lim.A^ EK"n^"(Q). The natural injection Xf«t -> XfJ2 (m2 > mx) is continu-

ous, so the identity map lim.Xf-^ -» lim.Xf^ is continuous. Thus the different

topologies of F.S.* spaces (see [9]) coincide on K"£2D-q(Q) by the open mapping

theorem.

The dual of Xp£ is equal to the space

Lp2q(Kj. n C",-a(z) ~j'l\z\ -2/wlog(l + |z|2)),

where the duality is given by

(/,*>=   2' /       ft.jgf.jdX
\i\=p ^nc"

if

/=   I' fi.jdZ,AdZj    and    g=   %' glJ dZ, A dZj.
\i\--p \'\=p
\l\=q \J\ = q

We denote by Tqm the densely defined operator Tqm(f) = 3/with domain

D(Tqm) = {fEXM\dfE XM±\)        (m > 1).

For every 9 5= 1 and m > 2 the following sequence is exact (see [6 and 7]):

œ,  '].m+\ 'j.m
YP.q-i    _,    V7>,<? _, yp,q+\

The operator Tfm has a closed range because Im Tfm — Ker Tfm_x. This operator

has a dual operator (see [10]), denoted 'T?m, and given by

VM) = (-Vi 2' l^fidzlAdzM
\r\=P   k    ozk

\M\ = q

if

/=     2'    fr,jdZrAdZj.
\1=p

\J\ = q+\
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The dual sequence of (1)-,

ij-t/     I fTV7

(2), {XfJ+D'  "T (Xfj)' ^ {XfJ-l)'>

is also exact by the Serre-Komatsu lemma [9].
s?\i3j.k.m

For every k >j, sfkqm is the restriction map: Xfât -» Xp-q. Its transposed map is

" the extension by zero".

A straightforward calculation shows that the system (( Xp-nq)' ,'sfkq m)kSsJ.ÁkJ)6N¡ is

inductive, that we can take the inductive limit of the sequence (2)7, and that we also

obtain an exact sequence

(3) lim (xp:q-\)' Tl   lim (Xfj)'"? lim (xf:q+\)'.

j j .i

Here 'Tq is the operator obtained with the family ('Tßm)j.

The space K°t^'q(ü) is a F.S.* space and the maps 'sf-kqm are injective, so the

sequence (3) can be also written

(3) (^ef'-'tß))''7^1 (*°ef(ß))'- {K°£p- q+x(ü))'.

We are going to show that every operator 'Tqx is equal to the dual operator 'Tq of

T". We have D('Tq) E D('Tq). If / G D('Tq), there is k E N such that/ G D('TU

and the map g -» (/, Tj¡mg) is continuous on the subspace D(Tgm) of X^-qt. We

obtain the desired conclusion from s^-qt(D(Tq)) E D(T¡{m) (where s^q, is the protec-

tive limit of the maps s£-j'„,,/ > k).

Now we prove that D('Tq) C D('Tq). If f E D('Tq), the map g - (/, T^g) is

continuous on D(Tq). This means that for every «z G N, there are k E N and A > 0

such that | </, r«g>|< ¿Hgll ^.,. If g G D(Tq+Xm), it is obvious that s£-qk+x m(g) E

Wl„) and

Sk',k+\,m+\\l k+ \.m\S))   ~   * k ,m\Sk',k+\ .m\8))   ^ Xk'm

As ß C D2"\{0}, we can apply Proposition 2.1.1 of [6,p. 100] to the following

situation.

The operator T: Xpk;qm - Xpk%+X with domain D(T) = {/ G XJ% | 3/ G Xp;qm+X]

and T(f) = df. The hypotheses on a and Kk show that ^'«(ß) C D(T) and is

dense in that space for the graph norm f ^ (\\ f \\2xn + \\Tf\\2xn^)x/1. isUp'qiÜ) is

the set of restrictions to ß n C" of (p, q) forms of ^'(C").) Then for g G

D(Tkq+Xm), there is a sequence ( g, )/5>, of "F^ß) C D(Tq) such that

/ Hrn^ ll^+,,m(g) - ^(ft)«^ + \\T(s£;ê+iJg) ~ s^m(g,))Wxn = 0;

that is,

, i™ \\s£;Z+Um(g) - s£:qm(gl)\\xn + \\TgJsi:j[+lJg)) - r*(g,)nm = 0.
/-* +00

Then

lim   | </,r«g/)| = | (f,Tlmspk;qk+xJg))\<A\\sW+xJg)\\xn<A\\g\\xn+t
/-> +00

andfE D('Tq).
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Now it is obvious that the operators 'Tq and 'Tq coincide on their common

domain. We have also proved that, for q > 2, the sequences

(*o£™+'(Q))'-r («•^•«(O))''7-.' Cf»Ef'-|(ß))''rl2 (^ß^-'-'iß))'

are exact. The Serre-Komatsu duality lemma shows the exactitude of the sequence

Kotp-"-i(Q)TV K*£f«(Q) H ̂ ef-'+^ß).

In the case g = 1, we must prove that Im T° is closed to apply the Serre-Komatsu

duality lemma, which shows the exactness of the sequence

K°tpß(Q) - K*Ej'l(Q) - *°£2-2(ß).

The method will be the following:

(Io) We use the same spaces taking \Jl + \z\2   instead of \z\ in the weight

functions.

(2°) We prove the exactness of the sequence

0 - (Ker T0)' - (K"tifi(Q))'T (*•£/-'(0))' <-.

In fact, instead of (KerT0)' we shall use the space lim (Ker Tj°m)', and it will be

sufficient to prove that this is a Hausdorff space. We prove this by showing that the

natural maps of this inductive limit are injective (see [9, Lemma 3, p. 372]).

As a corollary we obtain the density of the image of Ker Tf%lm in Ker 7¡°m.

Let us recall that

is an exact sequence of Hilbert space with closed densely defined operators Tf¡m. The

map Jj is the canonical injection of Ker T°m in Xf-°.

The dual sequence is also exact and of the same type:

0^{KerT^'t (xfi)''TÍm (Xp^x)' ^ ■■■ .

We have an inductive system of exact sequences:

0-      (Ker 2*,)'       Í        {x?»)'       t-        (jgM.,)'-...

I <r I 'rP-a I 'tí-1

0«-     (KerT^J'     't'      (xtfj     '^      (Xp+xUm_x)'^ ■ ■ ■

with ry the restriction map from Ker T]°+Xm to Ker 7J°m.
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A straightforward calculation shows that Ker 7"° = lim Ker T°m and that the

sequence obtained by taking the inductive limit is also exact:

0 - lim(Ker 2}°m)' t (K°£pS>(Q))''t (*»£f-'(0))'

j

We only need to prove that the space lim (Ker T? )' is a Hausdorff space. This will

be done by the following lemma.

2.2.6. Lemma. The maps 'r, are infective.

Proof. Let S G (Ker7}0„,)' such that Vy(S) = 0. There isfE(Xf^)' such that

'///) = S. Then with f = 'spf+ ,,„,(/) we have <Jj+x(f) = 0.
We apply Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of [6] with ß = L/+1, tp(z) = a(z) +

(j + l)-'/l + \z\2 + 2«ilog(l + |z|2) and V(z) = o(z) - j. So we get VE

L2 (Lj+x,-<p) such that:

(1) U = 0 in {z G L,+ 1 |a(z) >/} = LJ+x\Lj;

(2)

f=(-^-xr[2^f)dzI-,

(3)

I    t\^,Pt,^fdX^\    |/|Wa<+oc

But the function z -> ciz) — l/4y 1 + | z |2  is a lower bound for the plurisubhar-

monicity of <p (see [6]), so we get from (3°) that

/     '     ' dX=        -==      -¿A<+oo.
% i/l + I z I2 ■'Vii/l 2 I2

There is a holomorphic function %, property (P), such that e~9o/lU E (Ar/^_,)'

for every / G N*. Furthermore, we have '7}°m(e~','o//i/) = e'^^'f because:

(i) We show that e-f^'U E Di'T/°m): if g G W'\LJ+X) then

\{e-^lU,dg)\ = \(e-^/'f,g)\^\\e-W'f\\ ■ \\g\\.

This inequality remains true by taking g G 7)(7}°m) (we use the density of ÖD/,,1(L/-+,)

in Di'Tj°m) for the graph norm, which obviously comes from Proposition 2.1.1 of [6]).

(ii) We prove the equality '7}°m(e~','°//t/) = e~Vo/'fin the same way as (i).

At last we use Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem in 0 = (e"fo/'f, h) to

obtain 0 =</,«) for every « G Ker T/°m. That proves / G (Ker Tfj1-, i.e. 5 = 0.

D

We can now prove the following:

2.2.7. Theorem. 77te sheaves K°%p-q are a Dolbeault resolution ofK°6p,°:

0 -^KoQP-0 ^Ko%Pfit K°%p-X t   ...   LKo%P-"^Q.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show it for germs at points in 5¿"" '. For such a point Ux

and a neighborhood % of Ux, there is an open neighborhood Í2 C % satisfying the

conditions of 2.2.5.

(i) We take ß = z0 + ril(pr r)^, with Y a convex cone containing no real line

generated by an R-base <$> of R2" = C", ® = (e„.. .,e2„), such that if M - (a,y) is

the transfer matrix from the canonical base of C" to the new one, the new

coordinates are (x¡), where

In

x'/=  2 aLkxk    withz = (zx,...,zn),z   = x
k = \

— V2n    /„>_„'     \-l

p ~ ■K2p-\    '    1A2/>
IXi

(ii) The function o(z) = ¿y=x(x'p — x'0p)~ (where the coordinates of z0 are

(x'o,p)\<sp'i2n m tne new base) is strictly plurisubharmonic in z0 + T, belongs to

6°°(z0 + T), and satisfies the conditions of 2.2.5.

(iii) We can find a base ß such that ß has property (P). Now Theorem 2.2.7 is a

direct corollary of Theorem 2.2.5.

2.3. Mean periodic functions of 0Cc(ß). We will denote by T a convex sector of C

containing no real line and take K0 = (0}. Then a = 0. We consider the closed

convex (noncompact) set ß = {z G C | -Im zf =£ 0 Vf G T} = ß(T, 0).

Let us remark that if f is a given point of a conic neighborhood of ß and / is a

given function of DCc(ß), the function rt(f): z -» fiz + f) belongs to 0Cc(ß). So we

can define, for p G DC£'(ß), the function p * /: f -» (p * /)(0 — (p, Tt(f))> and it is

easy to prove that p * / G 3Cc(ß).

If p and j» G %'C(Q), as usual, we have (p, v * f)= (v,p* /), so we can define

p * p by (p * j», /)= (¡i, v * />, and we have "iF(p * v) = ^(p^y). Now 3Cc'(ß) is

a convolution algebra isomorphic to the algebra Exp((T, 0) (Exp(.(T, 0) with the usual

product of functions).

As in Chapter I, we can define invariant subspaces of %,.(&) and mean periodic

function. The problem of spectral analysis is solved as in Chapter I.

Our duality method (for the spectral synthesis) needs the introduction of the

following spaces of G°° functions.

2.3.1. Definition. Let (Tk)ks,x be an exhaustion ofT. We note Exp^T) the space

of C00 functions in T such that for every k andj E N,

<lk,](f)=   sup
zeUk)

r)Jf
l±(z)eM/k
dzJ

<  +00

(withT(k) = Tk n (z GC||z|> l/k]).

This space is independent from the chosen exhaustion and has a unique topology

of Fréchet space defined by the family of seminorms qk . and by the seminorm of

uniform convergence of dp+qf/dzpdzq (p > 0, q > 0) on every compact set of T.

2.3.2. Proposition. The Schwartz space ^(T) is dense in Exp^T).

Proof. This is a standard proof.

Therefore the dual space of Exp^T) is a space of distributions.
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2.3.3. Remark. We have Exp^T.O) C Exp^T). In fact, Expf(T,0) is the subset of

holomorphic functions of Exp^T.O). If / G Expc(l\0), z G T(k) and 0<r<

d(T(k), T(k+ l)'), there is 77A(/, r) > 0 such that

s -
,i»0

dpf
— (z) Bk(f,r)e^k.

2.3.4. Lemma. Let w be an open set of C and K a compact subset of w. There is

C > 0 such that for every u E t?'(io) we have

Sup|u|*s C   Sup
du

dz In dX

Proof. Classical: Let <p be a function of uD(w) equal to 1 on a neighborhood of K

with value in [0,1]. For a E K we have

u{a)=-Li^^-dzAdz + -±-(<p%:-^-dzAdz-,
2fïï J,, dz z — a 2(77 /„.   dz z — a

which gives the inequality.

2.3.5. Theorem. The following sequence is exact:

(1)
3/3Í

o-Exp(.(r,o) -Exp^r) - Expj°(r)-o

Proof. We need only to prove the surjectivity of 3/3z. We have Exp^T) C

°£2(ri](pr T)„), so by 2.2.5 iffEExp^(T) there is v G 0£2(rjJ(pr T)^) such that

3ü/3z =/(in the sense of distribution theory) but v is a C00 function because/is

also G°°. The function ü is such that for every k > 1,

¿Tí L\

Wk

T(k)
(1 + M2)'

dX(z) < +00.

Let us fix k and  0 < r < d(T(k), T(k + l)c). For z0 G T(k), we set «(f) =

u(z0 + 0- This is a C°° function in the disk D(0, r). Then by 2.3.4 we have

(    sup     ^(z)\+( \v(z)\dX(z)).
\|z-z0|<r   dz J\z-z0\^r !

u(zo)l<c|     SUP
I—oí«'

Then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequahty shows that qk$iv) < +00- The Pompeiu

formula gives

3z(zo)-2i17r{{_oi=r

1    dv

z — z0 3z
dz I

d2v

|z-z0|<r2 - z0  9z9¿
- dz Adz},

but
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so

J\z-z0\=r<

d2v

|£(,0) = J-/       -^-2dz-f       -L_|_
3z     u        2w ^7|z_^o|=r^z _ z \2 7|._7j = rz - zn 3z

/i,_,j£,z - zn 3zdz

As/ G ExpfíT), and we have proved that ^ 0(u) < + oo, we have qk x(v) < + oo.

The inequalities qkj(v) < +00 for every / are obtained by an easy induction

procedure.    D

Let us recall here the notion of multiplicity variety of an ideal (see [2 and 3]).

Let p = (p,,...,p„) be an «-tuple of functions of Expc(I\0). We call 7 =

( p,,..., p„ ) the multiplicity variety of the ideal and we denote by V(I) the set of

pairs (z, m) E Y X N such that pßz) = 0 for every j, where m is multiplicity of the

zero z of p.

For e > 0, we let

s(k,p,e) = \zer(k)    i\Pj(z)\2<e
I 7=1

If (Yk)k>x is an exhaustion of T, we shall let T(0) = 0 and

Sk = T(k)\T(k - l)k > 1   (fork^l).

If p = (p,,...,p„) is an «-tuple of functions, Vxip) denotes the set of common

zeroes of the functions pj (1 < / < « ).

We shall introduce some useful technical conditions to prove our result 2.3.11.

2.3.6. Conditions. Let p = (px,...,pn) be an n-tuple of functions of Expc( T, 0). We

suppose that there is an exhaustion (Tk )k>, of F such that:

(1) For every k 3= 1,

rx<k=       inf      d(z,Sck)>0.
zevl(p)nsi

(2) For every k > 1,

r2k = inf{d(z,z')\zandz' E Vx(p) n Sk;z =t z'} > 0.

(3) There are two sequences of strictly positive numbers (rk)k>x and (em)m»\ such

that:

(a) 0 < rk < inf(r, k, r2k)for every k > I;

(h) S(m, p, em) is a subset of U,<A:<m U2e yÁp)nsD{z, rk/2)for every m > 1.

(4) Mk = Sup{«iz I (z, m,) G F(p) and z E T{k)} < + 00 for every k.

Let us recall that if p = (p,,... ,p„) is a given «-tuple of functions of Expc(r,0),

we call 7loc(p,,... ,p„) the local ideal generated by (p,,... ,p„) this is the closed ideal

of functions of Expf(r, 0) which belong to the section of the sheaf of ideals

generated by p,,... ,p„. This ideal contains 7(p,,... ,pn). Here is an example of ideals

such that 7 = 7loc (see [2]).

2.3.7. Definition. A function p E Expc(T, 0) is called slowly decreasing if there is

an exhaustion (Tk)k>x of Y and a sequence (ek)k>x of strictly positive numbers such

that the set S(k, p, ek) has its connected components relatively compact in Y(k) and

with bounded diameter.
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Example. T = (z G C such that | Argz |< tt/4} and p(z) = Rn>x(l - z/2").

This function satisfies Conditions 2.3.6.

2.3.8. Proposition. 7/p G Expc(I\0) is slowly decreasing, we have lip) = 7loc(p).

Proof. See [2].

2.3.9. Definition. Let I = 7(p) iwith p = (p,,... ,p„)) be a finitely generated ideal

of Exp£.(r, 0) and V(I) = {(z , mp)p^0} its multiplicity variety. We denote by 70O(p)

the following ideal of Exp^ Y ) :

Ijp) = j/G ExPr(r) | £^£(*,) = 0, 0 <j < mp_x(p, q) E N2j.

It is obvious that 700(p) is a closed ideal of Exp^T). When « = 1, this ideal is equal

to the set of functions / G Expf(r) such that / can be written / = pu with a 600

function u (this follows easily from Taylor's formula).

Let us now recall the interpolation theorem.

Theorem. Let p = (p,,...,p„) be an n-tuple of functions of Expc(r,0) verifying

Conditions 2.3.6. Let V(I) = {{zp, mp)p>0} be the multiplicity variety of the ideal

I = lip,.. . ,p„). Let {ap,f. p > 0,0 <j < mp — 1} be a sequence of complex numbers

such that, for every k > 1,

Sup
zPeï(,k)

0«7«m„-l

(h±e-VP\/k <  +00.

Then there is a function « G Expc(r, 0) such that djh{zp)/dzj — a   ¡ifor every p E N

and 0 <j < mp — 1).

We emphasize that this theorem can be proved by direct classical means.

We consider the sequences

3/3Í
(i) o-ExPc(r,o)-Exp-(r) - Expf(r)-o,

(2) 0-7,oc(p,,...,p„)-7oo(p,,...,pJ3-Z7oo(p,,...,pJ-0,

and

(3) p      ExPc(r'°)    J,    ExP"(r)    \    Exp-(r)      o

AocÍpi.-.-.pJ     i<x>(pu--,pn)    ^(pi.-.-pJ

which is the quotient of (1) by (2).

We have the following duality type result.

2.3.10. Theorem. With the above notations and Conditions 2.3.6 the interpolation

theorem is equivalent to the exactness of sequence (3).

Proof, (a) The interpolation theorem implies the exactness of (3). Let us show

first that the interpolation theorem implies the exactness of (2). Let/G 700(p) such

that 3//3z = 0. We have / G Expc(r,0) and it is obvious that / G 7loc(p,,... ,p„).

Let g G Ixip). By the exactness of (1) there is u E Exp°°(r) such that 3w/3z = g.
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By the interpolation theorem there is « G Expc(I\0) such that dJh(zp)/dzJ =

-dju(zp)/dzj for everyp and/, 0 <j < mp — 1. So u + « G 700(p) and d(u + «)/3z

= g. The exactness of (3) follows easily.

(b) The exactness of (3) implies the interpolation theorem. For every k, let <pk be a

C°° function with values in [0,1], support in D(0, rk), and equal to 1 in a neighbor-

hood of D(0, rk/2). The function

+ oc mi>~ '

*(*)=  111   -j+iz - zp)\k{z - Zp)
k=\ Pesk 7 = o   J-

belongs to Exp^iY). Let ^ be its equivalence class in ExpfiY)/IJ(px,... ,pn). We

have 3(4o = 0. So there is h E Exp?(Y)/IXoc(px,.. .,pn) such that J(h) = * and

any « G « is convenient for the interpolation.

2.3.11. Theorem Let p = (p,,...,p„) fe a« n-tuple of functions of Exp((I\0)

satisfying Conditions 2.3.6. Then (3) is exact.

Proof. We have to show the exactness of (2). The exactness of (3) is then an

immediate consequence of it.

We denote by T the densely defined operator 3/3z of (1) and by T2 its restriction

to 700(p) with domain D(T2) = D(T) n Ix(p). To show the surjectivity of T2, we

have to prove that its dual operator lT2 is injective and has weakly closed range (see

[10, pp. 84,100]).
Let us recall that D(%) = {/ G 7^(p) such that the map D(T2) - C, x -

(y', T2x) is continuous}.

(a) Injectivity of 'T2. Let / G Ix(p) D 6D(T). It is obvious that there are «

functions «,,... ,hn of ^(T) such that/ = 2"=xpJhJ. The exactness of (1) shows that

there is g- G Exp^T) such that dgt/dz = «y. Then g = 2yP7-gy- satisfies T2(g) =/.

This shows the injectivity of 'T2.

(b) Let Ex be the following subspace of ExpfiT):

Ex = |/GExPr(r) | V^l,Vp ^0,0 </<«!,-l,-^(z/,) = oj.

Then Ex is a closed subspace of Exp^T), and 70O(p) = E2 has a topological

supplementary in Ex because the following map is a continuous projection of Ex

onto£2:

L: Ex —* h2,

+ 00 "V"1   a

/-z-l(/)(z)=/(z)-2   2   2 -fft*-*,)V(*-*,)
i=i peSj 7=0    J-

(with a^ . = djf(zp)/dz> and tpfc defined in part (b) of the proof of 2.3.10).

The exactness of (1) shows that the densely defined operator Tx = d/dz is

surjective from Ex to E2. It is obvious that D('T2) = D('TX).

Furthermore, the weak dual E2 of E2 is isomorphic to E[/E2 when E'x/E2 has the

quotient topology of the weak topology of E[ (see [19]).
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Let 7T* be the canonical projection of E[ on E[/E2 . It is obvious that ir*(lm'Tx)

= ImT2. Let us show that E2 C ImT,. Let p G Ef . We have

gA+rn

Ia — 1       1       ak m-;-à.

and it suffices to show that for everyp, the Dirac measure 5. belongs to ImT,.

Using a rotation we can suppose that Y= {z E C 11 Arg z |< y < it/2]. The

distribution G = w"1 exp{-(z - zp)2} X (z - z^)"1 ¿7A belongs to (Exp^T))'. Fur-

thermore, CEDomT, and 'TXG = 8. . The surjectivity of Tx and the inclusion

E2 E Im T, show that T2 has a weakly closed range.    D

Remark. The space Exp(.( Y, 0)/7loc( p,.p„) is isomorphic to the space (of

sequences)

^ ~ \(ap.j)peN:0<.j* sup
.-,,er,(p)nr(A)

-E±Le-\:P\/k
il

< +00^.

The space Exp^T)//,^,,_p„) is isomorphic to a closed subspace of the space

5I \\ap.q.j> p.qS*ij'imp-\

So the 3 operator can be viewed as

Vq.       sup
.■,ei'i(pinr,

< +oor.

\ap.q.j'/j.</:0*/=im,,- 1 ~~* \aap.q..i'p.q:0<j*iml,-\

and its kernel is the space of sequences to be interpolated.

2.3.12. Corollary. With conditions 2.3.6 the interpolation theorem is true.

We are going to apply these results to mean periodic functions of iK.(.(ß).

2.3.13. Theorem. Let (p,)i«;y<„ be « analytic functionals of %'<.(&) such that

(VT(p7)),Ä/fi„ satisfies Conditions 2.3.6 and such that

/ioc(ff(i*i).ïT(p„)) = /(^(u,),...,<3YpB) = J.

Then every function g E lJCc(ß) such that Pi*g=---=p„*g = 0 ca« be written

g(z) = l[   1   bk,pzp)e'^    (with(tp,mp)EV(I))
p   \ k*imp *

with convergent power series in DCc(ß).

Proof. We set pk = ^(f.k). The exactness of (3) and the Serre-Komatsu lemma [9]

show the exactness of the following sequence:

ExPc(r,o)

J(pi.---.fi,)

Exp?(Y)

^oo(Pi.---.Pb)

Expf(r)

^oc(Pl'.."P»)
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that is

0-(/(p,,...,pJ)V(/Jp1,...,pJ)X£(/Jp1,...,pn))\

so

/ r/ .    U-L_   Uoo(P|.---.P,,))X
(Api....pJ)  -—-.

and it suffices to remember that (700(p,,...,p„))x is (isomorphic to) a space of

distributions.
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